AA GUN PERCHED REAL HIGH!

1944 .. THESE FOLKS HAVE PANNFAUSTS!

THE AMERICANS HAVE TO TAKE 7 BLDGS IN 8 TURNS!

PUSHED THRU DUMMIES & HALF SQUADS

Allied Turn 2 about to start...

Help Me!

I TR5 Fire Teams
GERMAN GUN ON THE 3RD LEVEL!

GERMAN DEATHSTAR

RECOVERING DEATHSTAR

RETEIVING THE HMG

IMMOBILIZED!

FORCING!

US DEATHSTAR SUPPRESSED

US TANK DESTROYER

THE US SNIPER SCREEN GOT HIT TWICE BUT SAN 5 KILLED 2 LEADERS ANYWAY..

AFTER GERMAN TWO..
After US Turn 6

Stairwell on fire from OBA

Flak tower with AA gun

German Stugs + squad about to enter

German Brokies + Hs Abt to pickup a Shrek

US Armor

US Squad captured conscripts in CC

German San 5 wiped out

ITR5 Fire Teams
THE AMERICANS APPEARED TO HAVE LOST BY ONE VC BUILDING!

AMIG COULD NOT PUT A SQUAD INTO THIS LAST VC BUILDING!

GERMAN WITHDREW FROM CC & BLOCKED

AMIG BROKE/KILLED ALL GERMANS

KILLED BY OBA

I TR5 FIRE TEAMS